Two approximations, one valid for x less than 4 and the other valid for x larger than 4, have been established by means of the r-method of Lanczos [1] for the Fresnel integrals defined in the form Jo V2lr~t
These approximations are the following: dt = C(x) -iS(x). fix) = e'ix a/I ¿ (an + ibn) (|) 199471140  000000023  009351341  000023006  004851466  001903218  017122914  029064067  027928955  016497308  005598515  000838386 The derivation of these approximations is given in [2] .
10 for the first approximation and 0.5 X 10
The maximum error is 1.6 X for the second approximation.
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